
 
 

 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE :::::::: BILASIPARA 

Present:-   Shri J. Borah, AJS 

Additional Session Judge,  

Bilasipara 

 

Session Case No- 157 of 2015 

u/s 498(A)/302 Indian Penal Code 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

   Dipak Nath 

   ……. accused person 

Date of framing charge :-  12-04-2016 

Date of recording evidence :-  01-10-2016 

      11-11-2016 

     21-02-2017 

     30-08-2017 

     30-11-2017 

     27-02-2018 

     10-07-2018 

     25-01-2019 

        

Date of Argument  :- 08-05-2019 

Date of Judgment  :- 09-05-2019 

Advocates Appeared:  

For the State of Assam :-  Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Ld. Addl. P.P 

         for the State of Assam 

For the defence  :- Mr. Amiya Kr. Nath  

         Ld. Advocate for the accused.  
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J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that Amashu Nath, the informant 

lodged an ejahar with the Sapatgram Police Station on 23-11-2013 informing 

that Mamoni Nath, since deceased, was his daughter. Mamoni Nath was 

married with the accused Dipak Nath. From the beginning of their coupled 

life, the accused Dipak Nath used to cause physical and mental torture to 

Mamoni Nath for demand of money. The informant paid money to the 

accused Dipak Nath to fulfill his demand. The accused Pateswari, Rati Nath 

and Radhika Nath instigated the accused Dipak Nath to demand Rs. 2 Lac 

from Mamoni Nath. Mamoni Nath informed the informant about the said 

demand of money. On 22-11-2013, the informant got to know that Mamoni 

Nath was hospitalized at R.N.B hospital in a serious condition. The informant 

went to the hospital and saw Mamoni Nath sustaining burn injury. Mamoni 

Nath told him that the accused Dipak Nath set fire on her pouring kerosene 

on her.    

 So, the informant prayed for taking necessary action against the 

aforesaid accused persons.  

2. The Sapatgram Police Station received the ejahar vide GDE no. 393 

dated 23-11-2013 and registered as Sapatgram Police Station case no. 

195/2013 u/s 302/34 I.P.C. the Sapatgram Police Station also investigated 

the case and having found prima facie u/s 498(A)/302 Indian Penal Code, 

I.P.C in short, against the accused Dipak Nath and laid the chargesheet 

before the court for trial. 

3. The accused Dipak Nath appeared in the court of Sub-Divisional 

Judicial Magistrate (M), Bilasipara and he was furnished copy. Learned Sub-

Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M), Bilasipara having found the case u/s 

498(A)/302 I.P.C which is triable exclusively by the court of Sessions, 

committed to the court of Sessions Judge, Dhubri. 

4. The Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Dhubri received the case and 

transferred to this court for trial.  

5. The accused Dipak Nath, herein after called the accused, appeared in 

this case. Charge was framed u/s 498(A)/302 I.P.C against the accused. The 

charge was read over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 
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6. The prosecution, in order to bring home the charge against the 

accused, examined 14 ( fourteen) witnesses, namely- 

1. Jogot Ch. Nath   PW-1 

2. Pateswary Debya   PW-2 

3. Kamala Nath   PW-3 

4. Pranita Nath  PW-4 

5. Malin Nath   PW-5 

6. Ram Prasad Barman PW-6 

7. Tapan Nath   PW-7 

8. Charitra Nath  PW-8 

9. Urmila Nath   PW-9 

10. Radhika Nath  PW-10 

11. Hariki Nath @ Kharki PW-11 

12.  Dr. Mintu Das Boro PW-12 

13. Ranu Nath   PW-13 

14. Ratna Kanta Sarma  PW-14 

 

7. The accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and his statement was 

recorded where he denied all allegations leveled against him in the evidence 

adduced by the prosecution witnesses and also declined to adduce evidence 

in defence.  

8. Heard argument for both sides. 

9.           POINTS FOR DETERMINATION   

i. Whether accused prior to 1 year 2 months from the date of 

lodging ejahar on 23-11-13, at village Borkuthi under Sapatgram 

PS, being husband of Mamoni Nath, subjected Mamoni Nath to 

cruelty both physical and mental for demand of dowry? 

ii.   Whether accused on 22-11-13 at about 10.30 pm at village 

Borkuthi under Sapatgram PS, committed murder by intentionally 

causing the death of Mamoni Nath? 

 

DECISION AND REASONS THERE OF 

10.  In this prosecution case PW-1 Jogot Ch. Nath, PW-2 Pateswary 

Debya, PW-3 Kamala Nath, PW-4 Pranita Nath, PW-5 Malin Nath, PW-6 Ram 

Prasad Barman, PW-7 Tapan Nath, PW-8 Charitra Nath, PW-9 Urmila Nath,  
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PW-10 Radhika Nath, PW-13 Ranu Nath are independent witnesses. PW-11 

Hariki Nath @ Kharki Nath is the wife of the informant Amashu Nath. PW-12 

Dr. Mintu Das Boro is the Medical & Health Officer and PW-14 Ratna Kanta 

Sarma is the investigating officer. 

11. Now let us see the evidence available on record. 

  PW-1 Jogot Ch. Nath has stated in his evidence that he knows 

neither the informant nor the deceased. He knows the accused. But he 

knows nothing about the occurrence. 

  PW-2 Pateswary Debya has stated in her evidence that she knows 

both the informant and the accused. The occurrence took place three years 

ago (from the date of adducing her evidence on 11-11-16). She heard hue 

and cry towards the house of the accused and she went there. She saw 

Mamoni Nath sustaining burn injury. She did not know how she sustained 

burn injury. 

 In her cross PW-2 has stated that she did not see the occurrence. 

She heard that Mamoni Nath committed suicide. 

 PW-3 Kamala Nath has stated in his evidence that he does not know 

either the informant or the deceased. He knows the accused. He heard that 

the deceased committed suicide.  

 In his cross PW-3 has stated that he did not know how the deceased 

sustained burn injury. 

 PW-4 Pranita Nath has stated in her evidence that she does not know 

the informant, but she knows the accused and the deceased Mamoni Nath 

died, but she did not know how she died. 

 In his cross PW-4 has stated that she did not hear quarrel took place 

between the accused and his wife Mamoni Nath. 

 PW-5 Malin Nath has stated in his evidence that he does not know 

the informant, but he knows both the accused and his wife. At the time of 

occurrence he was not present. He heard that Mamoni Nath committed 

suicide. He did not know under what circumstances she committed suicide.  

 In cross PW-5 has stated he never heard quarrel took place between 

the accused and his wife. 

 PW-6 Ram Prasad Barman has stated in his evidence that he does 

not know the informant, but knows the accused and his wife Mamoni Nath.  
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He heard that Mamoni Nath committed suicide. He did not see the dead 

body of the deceased.  

 PW-7 Tapan Nath has stated in his evidence that he knows the 

informant, the accused and the deceased. He got to know that Mamoni Nath 

was hospitalized at Kokrajhar at serious condition. Accordingly, he with one 

Charitra Nath went to hospital and saw the dead body of Mamoni Nath. He 

got to know that Mamoni Nath sustained fire injury. 

 In cross PW-7 has stated that he knows the couple were living 

happily. 

 PW-8 Charitra Nath has stated ins his evidence that he knows the 

informant Amasu Nath. Amasu Nath died one year ago. He heard that 

Mamoni Nath sustained burn injury and she was hospitalized. He went to 

hospital and found Mamoni Nath dead. 

 In his cross PW-8 has stated that he did not know how fire set 

ablazed at Mamoni Nath. 

 PW-9 Urmila Nath has stated in her evidence that she does not know 

the informant but she knows the accused and his wife Mamoni Nath. She 

heard that there was quarrel between the accused and his wife, Mamoni 

Nath and Mamoni Nath set fire on her body herself.  

 In her cross, PW-9 has stated that she did not see the occurrence.  

 PW-10 Radhika Nath has stated in her evidence that she got to know 

that Mamoni Nath expired and she died by burn injury. 

 In her cross PW-10 has stated that she did not see the quarrel held 

between the accused and his wife Mamoni Nath. 

 PW-11 Hariki Nath @ Kharki Nath has stated in her evidence that the 

informant is her husband. The informant died. Mamoni Nath was her 

daughter. Mamoni died after two years of her marriage with the accused. 

She got to know that her daughter Mamoni Nath was set ablazed at her 

matrimonial house. She went to the hospital at Kokrajhar found Mamoni 

Nath sustaining burn injury. Her husband lodged the ejahar against the 

accused.  

 In her cross PW-11 has stated that Mamoni Nath used to visit her 

house, but she did not complain her that there was quarrel between her and 

the accused.  

 PW-13 Ranu Nath has stated in her evidence that she does not know  
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the informant, but she knows both the accused and the deceased Mamoni 

Nath. the deceased Mamoni Nath was the wife of the accused. Her house is 

1 ½ km away from the house of the accused. Mamoni Nath died sustaining 

burn injury. She went to the hospital, but Mamoni Nath had already died. 

 In her cross PW-13 has stated that she did not know how fire set on 

Mamoni Nath. 

12. Thus, minute scrutiny of evidence of PW-1 to PW-11 and PW-13, it 

appears that all the witnesses have categorically stated in their respective 

evidence that deceased Mamoni Nath was the wife of the accused. Both the 

accused and deceased got married and they lived as husband and wife. That 

the allegations brought by the informant that the accused caused physical 

and mental torture to Mamoni Nath for demand of money is not supported 

by any witnesses. Rather most of the witnesses including PW-11 Hariki Nath,  

the wife of the informant have adduced in their evidence that both the 

accused and Mamoni Nath led a happy conjugal life. PW-11 Hariki Nath has 

stated that her daughter Mamoni Nath used to visit her house but she did 

not complain her against her husband. So, the content of the ejahar that the 

accused caused cruelty to Mamoni Nath for demand of money is not 

supported by any prosecution witnesses.  

13. The ejahar lodged by the informant speaks that the accused set 

ablazed to Mamoni Nath, caused burn injury and led her to embrace death. 

This content of the ejahar is not supported by any witnesses examined by 

the prosecution. No witnesses have stated in their respective evidence that 

the accused set fire on Mamoni Nath. Rather all the witnesses have clearly 

stated in their evidence that Mamoni Nath committed suicide by setting fire 

on her. PW-2, PW-9 and PW-10 have stated in their respective evidence that 

there was quarrel between the accused and Mamoni Nath. But PW-2 and 

PW-9 have specifically denied to see such quarrel between accused and 

deceased Mamoni Nath.  They have also not specifically mentioned from 

whom they got to know about such quarrel. So, the evidence of PW-2, PW-9 

and PW-10 that quarrel between the accused and Mamoni Nath led Mamoni 

Nath to commit suicide cannot be accepted.   

14. Worth mentioning that the prosecution did not examine Amasu Nath, 

the informant as he had already expired. 

15. The evidence of PW-12 Dr. Mintu Das Boro who performed post  
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mortem on the deceased Mamoni Nath is of opinion that death is due to 

hypovolemic shock and septicemias because of deep burn (90 % burn).  

  The evidence of PW-1 to PW-11 and PW-13 is supported by PW-12, 

the Medical and Health Officer that Mamoni Nath died because of burn 

injury. But the thing is that who set fire on her is not ascertained by the 

prosecution witnesses. 

16. The Evidence of PW-14 Ratna Kanta Sarma, the investigating officer, 

is mere official. This witness mere submitted the charge sheet. So it does not 

meliorate the prosecution case.  

17. Taking all into consideration, it leads to conclusion that the 

prosecution evidence is not sufficient and reliable to prove the offence as 

alleged against the accused. The prosecution case is dearth of merit. 

18. The prosecution, thereby, has failed to prove its case u/s 498(A)/302 

I.P.C against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt. 

19. Held, the accused is not guilty u/s 498(A)/302 I.P.C.   

20. Accordingly, the accused is acquitted and set at liberty. 

The bail bonds of accused stands cancelled and bailor is discharged 

from liabilities.  

The case is disposed of. 

  Given under my hand and seal by this court on this 09th day of May 

2019 at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri. 

 

        

 

       (Shri J. Borah) 

                       Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Transcribed & typed by, 

S. Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 

 

APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

PW-1 Jogot Ch. Nath   

PW-2 Pateswary Debya   
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PW-3 Kamala Nath   

PW-4 Pranita Nath   

PW-5 Malin Nath    

PW-6 Ram Prasad Barman  

PW-7 Tapan Nath    

PW-8 Charitra Nath   

PW-9 Urmila Nath    

PW-10 Radhika Nath   

PW-11 Hariki Nath @ Kharki  

PW-12 Dr. Mintu Das Boro  

PW-13 Ranu Nath    

PW-14 Ratna Kanta Sarma   

   

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

 Ext-1 Post Mortem Report 

 Ext-2 Ejahar 

 Ext-3 Sketch Map 

 Ext-4 Charge sheet 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

 

 

 (Shri J. Borah) 

Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


